padlet.com/asc5/vg1ckzoz6wqn

09.04. Engineering Change from Within: Activism
in the Workplace - News and Actors
Add links on news regarding activism in the workplace. Which particular actors can you nd that are
relevant in this regard? What is going on in the world?
ACTORS AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE JAN 09, 2018 02:25PM

PONTUS ROSEEN APR 09, 2018 04:30PM

EVA ANDERSSON APR 09, 2018 03:47PM

Activism comes of age:

Activism arising from a bookstore

Activism comes of age
In this article we explore: Why
investor activism has grown and
the beneﬁts of constructive
shareholder engagement How
activism ﬁts SKAGEN's investment
philosophy and has beneﬁtted our portfolios The structural and
cyclical factors that are creating opportunities for further
activist success Once the preserve of specialist hedge funds
and usually conﬁned to takeover situations, activists are
increasingly prevalent as minority investors put pressure on
companies to change their corporate governance, strategy,
business or capital structure with the aim of realising
shareholder value.
SKAGEN FUNDS

An independent bookshop owner in Berlin gathered people
for a protest against neo-Nazis through emailing people on
the book distribution list and arranging meetings in the
bookstore to discuss the issue
“The book industry has always reacted with great
sensitivity to the political climate,” she said, “and
bookstores are always a place where social change occurs.”
http://app.nytimes.com/?
action=click&contentCollection=todayspaper&region=rank&
module=package&version=highlights&contentPlacement=0
&pgtype=collection

K. O. APR 09, 2018 03:37PM
JOSE PHINE APR 09, 2018 04:26PM

The Activist Employee
https://www.huf ngtonpost.com/entry/the-rise-ofactivist-employees_us_591b2001e4b086d2d0d8d2d6

When Having Activist Employees Is Good
https://www.google.se/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=0ahUKEwj4
tt7Xp63aAhXShqYKHbsiANsQFghIMAQ&url=https%3A%2F%
2Fwww.kornferry.com%2Finstitute%2Fdownload%2Fdownlo

MOLLIE ZALAS APR 09, 2018 04:15PM

ad%2Fid%2F17773%2Faid%2F1274&usg=AOvVaw2wx3xN8YPs
Wva3XWYZvZjR

Successful Employee ctivism
The employees of Newark Airport in New Jersey have
campaigned fro a pay rise to put them on a similar wage to
the other airports that service the area near New York City.

PRAEWA LUENGVARINKUL APR 09, 2018 02:17PM

Workplace Harassment
In the wake of #MeToo, people are now realising the culture

Newark Airport Workers Cheer
as Port Authority Votes for $19
Minimum Wage
Workers at the three Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey major
airports stand to receive at least
$19 an hour, a higher minimum wage than in any city or state in
the nation, following a long, union-led campaign to boost
salaries.
NJSPOTLIGHT

of harassment and assault that exists in the workplaces and
combat the problem!

Workplace Harassment-How Do
We De ne it?
Gender discrimination has long
been a problem that seems to
ﬂourish in darkness. Sexual
harassment, hostile work
environments, pay gaps, and other acts of gender discrimination
tend to multiply rapidly when those in power abuse their
position and when those who observe discrimination don't
report it or intervene.

Frustrated teachers turn
activism into candidacies for
local o ce
Amid statewide teacher walkouts
forcing Oklahoma and Kentucky
schools to shut down, some public
school teachers are taking their protests to the ballot box -running to unseat state lawmakers they believe are failing to
deliver adequate funding for schools.
ABC NEWS

BRINK - THE EDGE OF RISK

JOE STADLER APR 09, 2018 01:54PM

Movement to save labour of handmade
products
New Social Movement to Save
Handloom
New forms of social organisation
to sustain handloom In late
September, young women from the
small village of Heggodu,
Karnataka joined a padyatre that ended in Arsikere in Hassan
district, ﬁghting the inclusion of handloom and handicrafts
under the Goods and Services Tax.

江崎友亮

APR 09, 2018 11:50AM

Social Movements and
Workplace Activism
Our ﬁndings about the dynamic
relationship between the "passion"
and the "umbrella" reveal some
distinctive qualities of workplace
activism that add to the social movements literature. Activists'
knowledge of the workplace gives them a sophisticated working
knowledge of how to mobilize resources and how to pick
battles.
DOL

THE CITIZEN
IDA LUNDGREN APR 09, 2018 10:09AM

CEO Activists
JACOB SANDSTRÖM APR 09, 2018 01:05PM

The Rise Of Activist Employees
https://www.huf ngtonpost.com/entry/the-rise-ofactivist-employees_us_591b2001e4b086d2d0d8d2d6
Study in the U.S suggesting a a rise in activist employees.
For example stating that
Nearly 24,000 employees say their company’s actions
on important societal issues impacts their
employment decisions;

“Our jobs as CEOs now include driving what we think is
right,” Bank of America’s CEO, Brian Moynihan, told the Wall
Street Journal. “It’s not exactly political activism, but it is
action on issues beyond business.”
The New CEO Activists
When we ﬁrst started studying CEO
activism, three years ago, we never
imagined how signiﬁcant this
phenomenon would become. At
the time a small but growing band
of executives were taking public stands on political and social
issues unrelated to their companies' bottom lines.
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

KATIE VONDEREMBSE APR 09, 2018 01:12PM

Frustrated teachers turn activism into
candidacies for local oﬃce
A decade of budget cuts to school funding in the United
States is causing teachers to turn to activism across the
country. Along with statewide teacher walkouts to help
spread awareness of the problems to legislators, some
teachers are even beginning their campaigns for local and
state of ces. One elementary school principal who is
running for her House district in North Carolina, urges
teachers to take matters into their own hands: "I'm going to
step up, and I'm going to take those reins and I'm going to
do what I need to do in order to advocate for what is right."

OSKAR NORMANSSON MYLONAS APR 08, 2018 11:02PM

Shell predicted dangers of climate
change in 1980s and knew fossil fuel
industry was responsible
Not an example of activism in the workplace, perhaps rather
an example of the lack of it and perhaps the dif culty of
achieving it.
As far back as 1988 Shell, the oil and gas company, were
aware of climate change and the effects that fossil fuels has
on it. They had made calculations that their products alone
were responsible for 4 per cent of total global carbon

emissions in 1984. They predicted changes to sea levels and
weather and global temperature. According to an internal
report 1988, a Shell scientist warned that “by the time the
global warming becomes detectable it could be too late to

Employees stepping up to demand social
equity and gender equality in their
workplaces

take effective countermeasures to reduce the effects or
even to stabilise the situation”. And even stating that “With
the very long time scales involved, it would be tempting for
society to wait until then before doing anything."

Industrial workers are putting pressure on their superiors to

We know this now because of several documents being
revealed. Another document shows a shift in Shell’s outlook.
It emphasises uncertainties in climate science, stating that
“any policy measure should take into account explicitly the
weaknesses in the scienti c case”
Shell has responded, saying:
“We strongly support the Paris Agreement and the need for
society to transition to a lower carbon future, while also
extending the economic and social bene ts of energy to
everyone. Successfully navigating this dual challenge
requires sound government policy and cultural change to
drive low-carbon choices for businesses and consumers. It
requires cooperation between all segments of society.”
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/she
ll-predicted-climate-change-fossil-fuel-industry-1980sglobal-warming-oil-a8294636.html

EMMA VANDENBROECK APR 08, 2018 12:37PM

Employee activism at Patagonia
Patagonia has program in which employees can participate
in activism.
Employee Activism - Patagonia

make sure women subordination in their work-space is
targetted.
http://da.se/2018/03/jamstalldhetskampen-borjar-paarbetsplatsen/

JONAS BARTKE APR 06, 2018 07:14PM

When 'sustainable' multistakeholder
initiatives try to induce change but prefer
economic development instead of a
sustainable appraoch
The dutch and german Partnerships for Sustainable textiles
are two organisational monsters, composed of actors from
the economy, the government, labour unions, NGOs and
civil society with the aim to change the textile industry to be
more sustainable.
http://www. bre2fashion.com/news/textilenews/german-dutch-partnership-focuses-on-sustainabletextiles-240363-newsdetails.htm
But what is really happening behind the stage? How
important are restricting power structures and the interest
in economic growth?:

https://www.ispo.com/en/companies/id_77555322/disput
e-in-the-textile-alliance-can-primark-be-sustainable-.html
Image?t=c ll,dpr auto,g auto,h 535,w 1020&url=https%3a%2f%2fpadlet
artifacts.storage.googleapis.com%2f677bcf1e3af890aca690616879b130291ea7b755%2fad7834c650

Patagonia gives employees
throughout our worldwide
operations a number of interesting
opportunities to support environmental work. Learn more.
PATAGONIA

HOLLY MARRIOTT WEBB APR 06, 2018 04:42PM

Bring your whole self to work
JÖRAN MATSON APR 07, 2018 09:31PM

Limits of Corporate Activism
This article discusses how corporations reasoning for taking
stances on social issues is limited and motivated by their
bottom line. If it does not bene t pro tability than most
likely the corporation will not take a stand.
https://psmag.com/economics/the-limits-of-corporateactivism

We tend to separate out our work selves from who we are
outside of work - we have a professional self (or in our case,
maybe an academic self) and a home self (who we are
around friends and family). There has been a recent
movement towards getting rid of this professional self and
’bringing your whole self to work’ - being your normal self at
work, without pretending to be some kind of business robot
who never gets nervous, or irritated, or has a personal life.
I’ve linked to an article from (I think) the guy who coined the
phrase.
Bringing our whole selves to work would also involve

JOSEFINE SJÖBERG APR 07, 2018 07:33PM

bringing the things we care about - our morals and our
activist causes - and being open about them with others.
Currently most workplaces would not welcome this, but
maybe this is changing. If a company had a ‘bring your whole

self to work’ culture in place employees might be more bold
in their workplace activism.

MARIANAFER_FERGAR APR 06, 2018 01:59PM

Employee Activism
We can now see all over a deeper and stronger awakening in

Bring Your Whole Self to Work
I recently gave a Tedx talk in which
I reﬂected on what I've seen and
learned over the past ﬁfteen years researching, writing, and speaking
about essential human
experiences in the workplace. As I
addressed in this talk, I believe that
for us to thrive professionally,
especially in today's world, we
must be willing bring our whole selves to the work that we do.
HUFFPOST

While I think that it would be important for individual
employees to try to change their workplace culture, I believe
that change would have to happen from the bottom up as well,
as some models and rules within business, especially those
that encourage competitiveness between fellow employees,
discourage or even punish those that might do so.

people's awareness of social injustices and environmental
ones and people are taking care of things by their on hands
creating more and more social movements everywhere
calling for more people to take action
News - Employee Activism: The
Next Frontier of Employee
Engagement - Weber
Shandwick
Our research reveals six segments
of employees, one of which is a
segment of highly engaged employees who have all taken
positive actions on behalf of their employers. These
"ProActivists" comprise 21% of the workforce. Another 33% has
a high potential to be employee activists, while other segments
are more critical of their employers and take negative actions.
WEBERSHANDWICK

― EMAHLER19

KAYLA VAN CLEAVE APR 06, 2018 10:38AM
VITA JEX-BLAKE APR 06, 2018 03:42PM

The rise of activist employees
Interesting article which discusses whether CEO's have their
ngers on the pulse of employee attitudes.
"Transformational change is coming to the workplace"
https://www.huf ngtonpost.com/entry/the-rise-ofactivist-employees_us_591b2001e4b086d2d0d8d2d6

Rules for Radicals
Saul Alinsky, the "father of community organising" outlines
how different community actors (within structures they
interact with, like work) can create change!
This is an article summarizing his book on this "Rules for
Radicals." Its kind of long, but if you scroll to the middle
there is an outline of his approach.
Saul Alinsky, community
organizing and rules for
radicals

VERA SCHUMANN APR 06, 2018 02:47PM

Labor unions
This article offers a short introduction into the role of
unions in supporting the voice of employees raising the
question about labor unions as actors in workplace activism
http://theconversation.com/unions-part-of-the-solutionor-part-of-the-problem-37365

凶年之畔

LAURA MITCHELL APR 09, 2018 11:22AM

We The Workers

"Filmed in the southeastern part of the country, WE THE
WORKERS is a vérité documentary that closely follows
people organizing workers and ghting for collective
bargaining rights. They nd themselves up against factory
employees who don't understand their rights and fear the
consequences of organizing, police and government of cials
who see them as dangerous troublemakers, and foreign
owners who ignore what lax regulations do exist."
https://youtu.be/ndY1294mVDk
http://icarus lms.com/df-wethe

Only two kinds of people can
afford the luxury of acting on
principle, those with absolute
power and those with none and no desire to get any...everyone
else who wants to be effective in politics has to learn to be
'unprincipled' enough to compromise in order to see their
principles succeed.
INFED.ORG

AYESHA ALI APR 06, 2018 01:13AM

What happens when corporate activism is
driven by the CEO of a billion dollar
company
Yvon Chouinard has spent his life exploring the peaks and
valleys of the world, and now he is ghting--with all the
force of his company--against capitalist corruption,
unsustainable and environmentally damaging business
practices, and most importantly, the White House.

ELINA HEDMAN APR 04, 2018 07:50PM

Patagonia vs. Donald Trump
We all knew the legendary
outerwear company Patagonia
lived and breathed the adventurous
life. We knew they cared about the
environment. But it wasn't till
Trump came along that we realized they were ready to ﬁght.
Patagonia was built in the image of its founder, Yvon Chouinard.
GQ

LILLY ZDANSKY COTTLE APR 09, 2018 11:19AM

Fulltime activists
It is also worth mentioning individuals such as Martin
smedjeback and Pelle Strindlund, who have accepted
activism in the workplace to such a level that activism is
their occupation. Both live very simply and rely mostly on
crowd funding from sponsors. In an interview with martin
Smedjeback, he revealed he has around 40 sponsors a year
and lives off of 70,000kr. This is more than enough to cover

What’s Driving Corporate Activism?
"When I rst began studying the interactions between social
movements and corporations 25 years ago, it was rare to see
business take a public stand on social issues. Yet today we
see organizations ranging from General Electric to the
NCAA weighing in on transgender issues, something that
would have been hard to imagine even a decade ago."
What's Driving Corporate
Activism?
Target recently staked out a
position in the culture wars by
announcing that it will build private
bathrooms in all its locations, after
earlier allowing transgender customers to use whichever room
corresponds with their gender identity-both actions sparking
anger from many conservatives.While big business hasn't
always been on the vanguard of social justice, in recent years
companies like Target,...
THE NEW REPUBLIC

his costs of living, and the rest goes towards his projects.
JOSEPHINE_KALDOR_4282 APR 04, 2018 11:53AM
LILLY ZDANSKY COTTLE APR 05, 2018 05:04PM

A local approach
Södermanlands-Nerikes nation (Snerikes) have organisations
within that work towards, for example, gender equality and
proenvironmental procedures. By using posters with eyeopening stats, such as “you can make 38 cups of coffee on
the energy saved by recycling a newspaper”, the students are
spreading a message. This technique is non-violent, and
doesn’t force anyone to change their behaviour, rather it
allows them to become informed and make their own
decisions about how they should act.

SOFIA NORBERG APR 05, 2018 09:29AM

"The role of accountants in a new ideal
must be to drive democratisation of data"
This arcticle descibes how CSR reporting could be made
into an ef cient branding tool by using open, transparent
and real-time data that engages customers.
The Sustainable Revolution:
Reporting and the Accountant's
Role - The Market Mogul

Using A Change Model For Environmental
Advocacy — In Depth
This article discusses critical actors for climate advocacy
and the need to frame climate change as a 'people
problem'. When we build community, it leads to problem
solving.
Actors discussed:
Jerry Taylor (“Getting Real about the Clean Power
Plan“)
Bob Inglis (“The Conservative Case for a Carbon Tax”)
Lynn Scarlett (“Acting on Climate for the Win“)
Hank Paulson (“Why Fixing the Climate is Like Fixing
the Economy“)
Using A Change Model For
Environmental Advocacy -- In
Depth
Climate Change How can we help
skeptical individuals to become
more open, aware, and receptive to
discussions about the effects of global warming? How can we
inform people who are resistant to the science of climate
change? As our planet and earth's citizens suffer increasing
harm, climate deniers are frequently supported by leaders who
refuse to acknowledge the growing climate catastrophe around
us.

Sustainability reporting has moved
from a niche activity to the
mainstream with organisations'
feet being held to the ﬁre of social activism. Corporate social
responsibility was once perceived as being harmful to ﬁnancial
performance, but it is no longer defensible to claim an
unrealistic and abstract separation of sustainability from
business operations, for they are inextricably intertwined.

ESMÉE RAMAAKER APR 03, 2018 03:37PM

THE MARKET MOGUL

Activism and the workplace

CLEANTECHNICA

This article describes how, due to social media, increasing
nrs of employees are openly 'activists' at the workspace. This

CHANELCONTOS MAR 12, 2018 05:21PM

type of activism is mostly related to the workplace itself can
be referred to as 'employee activism'.

their opinion on the Adani Coal mine outside a workplace

Social Media Ignites Employee
Activism
There is a famous quote from
Warren Buffett that goes: "It takes
20 years to build a reputation and
ﬁve minutes to ruin it." Never has
that quote been more appropriate in an age where social media
can have a huge impact on an employer's reputation. A recent
study of 2,300 [...]

Protesters encouraged employees to ll out a survey to give
that was funding the project. (Westpac has now pulled out of
the funding for the coal mine!)
https://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-andnance/antiadani-mine-protesters-disrupt-westpacs200th-birthday-celebrations-20170409-gvgz5q.html
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